A Ravers intro to the Galaxy
You have blasted off and have found yourself here. But where is here and where exactly
have you found yourself? The floor trembles as your heart torrent’s a vibration through
your veins. wholesale jerseys That’s bass. And it’s hitting you hard. Bass. A strain of
music that surges through your body from your toes to your skull, quickly taking control as
you lose yourself in the wholesale nfl jerseys most reassuring way. Hundreds, thousands of
strangers surround you and you have found home. What is it that connects us all to the
next, spinning this colorful web that we call a family? EDM – Electronic Dance Music and it
captivates all who plug in.
We are ravers, bass heads, kandi kids, with the transcendental ability to enliven. We are all
unique, variegated, diverse – yet in these moments we become one, leaving any and all difference behind. EDM unifies us as we create a culture all on our own. You are safe here.
The music is your pilot and will take you higher than you have ever been, so unbuckle and
try not to lose your beyond face on the floor. We will all dance the night away as the DJ
awakens each of our souls, inspiring cheap nba jerseys us to reach for the sky while the
lights dazzle us.
I have never been quite sure if any of us really assimilate to its full Street electric potential
what is happening in these moments, but I do know each one of us dances away positively
changed for the better, always remembering, wanting for more. EDM is much like a drug
…. the most potent, convincing, full-bodied drug to ever be consumed. Whether it be the
filthy drops or the wonky basslines, the laser-like synths or the primal influenced rhythmic
drums, it’s gratifying.
The term “EDM” may have only originated as of recent years here in the states to blanket a
group of electronic subgenres together, but electronic music has been here since the turn of
the 20th century. Don’t believe me? Look it up. Wikipedia is the Hollis bee’s knees for history lessons. One thing is for certain, it is not going anywhere. Electronic dance music will
continue to evolve as long as there is a lifeform to express it. I don’t know about you, but I
am completely alright with that. In fact, I encourage the growth of electronic music for
years, decades, centuries, dimensions to come. [<span Learn cheap nba jerseys it. Live it.
Love it. The universe threw you a solid in those modulated Golf basslines, indulge in them.
If it’s your first time around, next time be sure to bring your friends. I have a feeling their
souls desperately need awakening, Slap! especially if they are unaware. We owe it to ourselves, to each other, to our human race, to open our minds and allow ourselves the universal right to free expression from the everyday dictatorship that electronic music does not

obtrude. From veterans to noobs, we are all home here and there is only one rule, DANCE.
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